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Rule: 1. If a person is in default of certain duties to another, the other may bring an action for breach of duty, or may seek to have the first party compelled to perform the duty. 2. In some jurisdictions, a person may bring an action for breach of promise, even if the promise was not supported by consideration.

A cautionary obligation is an obligation to perform a contractual duty to a third party. The duty is owed by the original contracting parties to the third party, and the obligation is owed by the third party to enforce the duty. The purpose of a cautionary obligation is to ensure that the duty is performed, and to provide a remedy for breach of the duty.

In the context of bankruptcy law, a cautionary obligation is a type of security interest that is created when a party guarantees the performance of a contract. The guarantor of the contract is entitled to enforce the contract against the guarantor in the event of default.